Opportune-A-Tea Party Tea Packet Tutorial
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Supplies:
Stamps:

Paper:

Tools:

A Nice Cuppa

Birthday Bouquet Designer Series
Paper

Big Shot
Magnetic Platform

Inks:

Botanical Garden Vellum Stack
(SAB)

Precision Base Plate

Pool Party Classic Ink

Whisper White Cardstock

Big Shot Die Brush

Pool Party Cardstock

2 ½” Circle Punch

Creative Touch:

Blushing Bride Cardstock

2 3/8” Scallop Circle Punch

White Bakers Twine

Blushing Bride Glimmer Paper

1 ¼” Scallop Circle Punch

Snail Adhesive
Dimensional Dots
Liquid Adhesive

Label Punch
Corner Punch
Cups & Kettles Framelits

Instructions:









Score 6” x 6” Birthday Bouquet designer paper in half diagonally (point to point). Note: The side facing
you will be at the bottom of the finished pouch.
Score again at ½” on both sides of center score line.
Fold paper back and forth along score lines creating a “M”.

Flatten/open paper and place it back on diagonal score plate (be sure to rotate it so scoring the
opposite corners) and score at 2” on both sides of center.
Fold sides in.
Flip over and fold in half creating a “W”
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Use the corner punch to punch thru both layers of the pouch.
Tie layers together with 8” of white bakers twine.




Stamp greeting in pool party ink on a scrap of whisper white cardstock.
Punch one side of tag with the label punch. Flip over and punch again to create a small label.





Using the 1 ¼” scallop circle, punch a scrap of bride cardstock.
Adhere the blushing bride scallop circle behind the label with snail adhesive.
Adhere label to pouch back with dimensional dots.
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Using the 2 ½” circle, punch a scrap of whisper white cardstock.
Using the 2 3/8” scallop circle, punch a scrap of botanical
gardens vellum.
Adhere punched layers together with a small amount of snail
adhesive in the center. The adhesive will show through the
vellum, bit your stamped image will cover your adhesive.
Adhere punched circle layer to pouch front with dimensionals.

Using the cups & kettles framlits, cut out the heart image in pool party cardstock, the tea cup in blushing
bride cardstock & the swirls in blushing bride glimmer paper.
Adhere the cup to the pouch front with dimensionals.
Adhere the swirl image to the cut with liquid adhesive.
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Stamp the heart image from the A nice cuppa stamp set in pool party ink on the die cut heart. Note the images will
not line up, but the stamp will give a bit more interest.
Color the die cut heart with the wink of stella clear glitter pen.
Adhere the heart to the pouch front with liquid adhesive.
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